Sun, Sand & Surf
WOOLGOOLGA - 29TH-30TH MARCH 2013
Workshop Notes
Day 1:
Introduced the idea that this is not “the way” - it is just my way! Take what you can use and discard the
rest! We all borrow ideas from each other - you will always put your own spin on everything you have
borrowed.
We covered some initial theory using these fundamental concepts:
• Perception - the ability to find information out in the world. Very important. Find the information that
makes the difference. Cat sat on on the mat exercise. Look at the nuances - look closely at what
you are painting. Look at everything like a child - like it’s brand new.
• Conceptual - this is YOUR area - your unique personal spin on what you are painting.
• Physical ability - ability to manipulate your tools and your paint. To blend, mix, match and move
colour - to make exactly the mark you want. To master this will take time, practise and willingness to
put the time in.
Look closely. What colour is that wall, car, etc? What’s under it? What’s next to it? How is it
gradated?
Decide what mark you want to make BEFORE you make it. How are you going to make it? Which
paintbrush? How much pressure? Which area of the bristles do I need to use to achieve that effect?

TIP: It can be a great idea to work on two of the same paintings at the same time - one as your
“practise painting” and one as your “real painting”.
TIP: Develop a set of physical skills which relate to your particular brand of paint.
Set Up Your Palette:
Set yourself up properly to remove “obstacles”. Your palette is for working stuff out on! Not your
canvas! It is your workspace. Dish up more paint than you think you’ll need. Nothing worse than
trying to match colours halfway through a painting because not enough paint was dished up at the
beginning. These strategies will free your brain for painting.
Dish up your paints so that you have your widest paintbrush width between each colour to avoid
contaminating your colours with others.
If you’re using Atelier Interactive, these are the colours to set up on your palette, from left to right:
•
•
•
•
•

Burnt Umber
Dioxazine Purple
French Ultramarine Blue (warm blue)
Pthalo Blue (cool blue)
Forest Green

•
•
•
•
•

Cadmium Yellow Medium (warm yellow)
Cadmium Yellow Light (cool yellow)
Napthol Red Light (warm red)
Permanent Alizarin (cool red)
Titanium White

Default Settings:
The concept of Default Settings was introduced - they will help you get some PAINT on the canvas,
fast. Nothing matters, because you will be painting over it. This is part of the freeing up process and
allows you to paint with some confidence (before perhaps you should!)

Default Settings: Concept of a “starting point” set of colours.
Tropical Water:
Cadmium Yellow Light
Pthalo Blue
Titanium White
Warm Summer Skies:
Ultramarine Blue
Titanium White
Pthalo Blue (add a little as you get higher in the sky)
Shadow Under Waves:
Burnt Umber +
Pthalo Blue (into deeper water)
(thin wash)
Sand:
Cadmium Yellow Medium
Dioxazine Purple
Titanium White
(for drier sand add more Titanium White)
Rocks in Deep Water:
Pthalo Blue
Alizarin
Beach Rocks:
Burnt Umber
French Ultramarine Blue
The Four Elements:
•
•
•
•

Substrate - can be lots of different colours ie pebbles, sand, rocks, kelp etc.
Colour of water - can also be lots of different colours.
Surface - probably the most important element. You only see the surface by painting the
reflections in.
Light

Observe. Think of painting water and waves as a series of mirrors and windows. The flatter to your
eye the water is - the more will be reflected on its surface. The face of the wave is a window, and

the back of the wave is a mirror. This is handy to think of when you are painting waves. When you are
looking at water at a flat angle, the water becomes very reflective like a mirror.
When you want to paint a water scene, ask yourself a series of questions so you can work it out:
•
•
•
•

What is the substrate?
What is the colour of the water?
What is the “shape” of the surface?
How much of the light is reflected on the surface?

Then paint it in that order, first the substrate, then the colour of the water, then the surface (and the light).

TIP: At the top of the canvas ie further away from you, (closer to the horizon) there will be more
sky reflected, or more mirrors, or less water showing. Closer to the bottom of the canvas there
will be more water showing, until you’ll be able to see the substrate in shallow water.
Exercise - Investigating Water
Clean & Clear Tropical Water On A Bright Day:
About Gradation:
Most things in the world are made up of gradations of colour. Tone and hue gradate on every surface you
see. Everywhere you look you will see gradation (well, you will now!). Mastering gradation of colour is
perhaps THE most fundamental skill you can master. Gradation is your FOUNDATION skill. Everything
else is texture and build (loosely speaking!).
Brushes - Shovel, Rake, Broom concept:
This concept was introduced for the application of the gradation of colour (among other things!). Firstly
use a “shovel” technique to get some paint down on the canvas. Then use a “rake” technique to spread it
around evenly with a lighter pressure. Further to this, use a “broom” technique with the tip of your brush
to smooth out any brushmarks in the gradation. Think feather-touch.

TIP: Cheap brushes shedding all over your work? Wait until your painting is almost fully dry and
then rub the hairs out using the palm of your hand.
Brushes - MYTHS:
There is a mistaken belief that if you buy a different brush it’ll solve all of your problems. Your brush is like
a swiss army knife - you need to know all the different strokes it will create. You need to know what mark
you want to make and how you can make it BEFORE you start.
Spend some time getting to know each of your brushes. There are three things that affect the marks you
make:
•
•
•

Amount of paint on your brush
Amount of pressure you apply
Amount of medium you use

Combine these elements gives you myriad combination of marks. You need to know them! Spend time
practising getting to know your brushes well. Do your practise on cheap canvases, NOT on your “real”
paintings like most of us do.
Ask questions of your brush. What do I want the paint to do? Do I need it to travel? Is this brush going
to do it? Go through this process on your practise canvases.
A quick note on using mediums rather than water to thin your paint. Acrylic paint is basically coloured
grit suspended in glue. If you use water to “break down” your pigment, you will start to break down the
glue, and you may end up with patchy results. If you use a dedicated medium like Fast Medium &
Fixer or Glazing Liquid, the pigment is then suspended in a layer of plastic, meaning your paintings end
up more luminous (as light travels through the “plastic” down to the layer of pigment, and back through
the “plastic” before it hits your eye. Lovely luminosity.

TIP: If you use cheap brushes make sure you wash all the “glue” out of the bristles before you
start painting, otherwise they can be a little “scratchy”.
Colour - Theory:
We went over a little bit of theory on warm and cool colours. These are relative to what is next to them.
Generally the further away from the light source, the cooler the colours.
Mark painted some circles to demonstrate the colour spectrum radiating out from a light source, and to
demonstrate the apparent difference between warm blue (French Ultramarine Blue) and cool blue
(Pthalo Blue). From the light source yellow, red, blue. The more red in a colour, the warmer it is. The
more blue/green in a colour, the cooler it is.
Beginning The Actual Painting Process!
Start with the Default Settings colours for tropical water of Pthalo Blue, Cadmium Yellow Light and
White. Start at the top of your canvas with mainly Pthalo Blue & a tiny amount of Cadmium Yellow
Light. Add just enough water to get the paint to move easily and apply with a cross-hatch technique,
pulling each section of colour together, and using the Shovel, Rake, Broom application. As you move
further down the canvas add more Cadmium Yellow Light and White & back off the Pthalo Blue.

TIP: When painting gradations (particularly sky gradations),
get plenty of colour down, then pull the colours together in a
cross hatch fashion to blend. en use the tip of a clean, largeish brush to soften the transition even more.
TIP: If you want to paint a luscious cool water, use lovely cool
colours.
TIP: Determine the sky first - the light will determine
everything in the rest of your painting.
TIP: When doing gradations of colour, shifts in colour as well
as tone will make your paintings POP!

Refraction Technique:
The refraction process is what happens when the light hits the
curved surface of the water and creates tiny rainbows of
concentrated, intense patterned light on the substrate. The colour of
the refraction is affected by the depth of the water. Hold your small
chisel brush on the side and from the front, parallel to the canvas,
and loosely between your thumb and forefinger (or fingers) roll it
back and forth, and up and down to create a series of loose
diamond-y irregular flat rectangles.
The further away from you (ie the higher up the canvas & closer to
the horizon), the flatter and smaller, and less distinct the “diamonds”
will be. Remember perspective - that is, objects further away from
you will appear smaller and flatter and less distinct.
The more “disturbed” the surface of the water is, the more broken
and busy the refraction pattern will be.

TIP: When using this technique, try to turn your brain
(mostly!) oﬀ. is exercise is more diﬃcult than it looks! When
you master this technique it can be used for a number of
diﬀerent things including representing spinifex grass on the
beach, or highlights on clouds on the horizon. Random chaos!
TIP: Colour matching with acrylics - click here for a quick clip
on how to match your colour easily.
Creating Your Waves:
Anatomy of a wave
What is a wave? A lump of water = “deeper water colour” if you are
looking through the face of a wave in deeper water. Think of waves
as windows and mirrors. The back of waves reflect sky (mirrors) and
you can see through the front of the wave (windows). Water isn’t
“perfect”, you can get away with a lot in your painting because of this.
The steeper the wave, the harder and sharper the lines are going to
be (shallower water = sharper lines).
You can chalk in your waves if you like - Decide where you want your
waves to be etc. You can also use a mixture of Ultramarine Blue and
White and a light touch to paint them in initially “non-committally”.
Create your waves by using a very dry brush, and create the flat
spots on the backs of the waves (using the sky colour of Ultramarine
Blue & White, this creates the reflection of the sky on the back of the
waves). Use the tip of your brush on its edge, and an “elliptical”
motion in the air, touching the canvas on the bottom edge curve of
each “ellipses”.
Use a harder, sharper line at the front of the wave, and a softer one at
the back. Establish the face of the waves with some sharper lines. Do not make pantomime waves with

your shapes. You are creating a series of windows and mirrors. If you want your waves to steeply
break, make an intense front edge to your wave.
Add more white as you come down the canvas and a little less detail, as you will see more of the water
and less reflection.
NB: What do you do if you make a mistake?? Don’t panic! STOP. Stand back. Ask yourself, “What
did I do?”, “What did I want to do?”, “What do I need to do?”.
Don’t panic, go back to the process. Your mistakes are going to teach you everything.
Stand back now - do you need to re-refract? You can go back over
with your squiggly lines, straight over the top. Add a bit more yellow
and enjoy this to-ing and fro-ing process with your painting. It’s a
dance.
Decide where your breaking waves are and add a line of shadow
under the steeply breaking waves using Pthalo Blue and Burnt
Umber. You can add shadows to your breaking waves in the
foreground using neat Burnt Umber (very thinned!).
You can then add a line of refraction with the shallow water colour
near the shadow line on your breaking waves.
Have you lost some realism now? Add some sky colour here and
there in the flat sections. You can bury anything dodgy under more
layers!
Lift your waves and give them volume by brushing a thin glaze just
under the breaking lip(s) with the deeper water colour. Instant pop,
volume and pizzazz.
Behind the thin part of the falling curtain of water is generally lighter. The top of the lip is thicker, so it
has more deeper water colour.
Paint your whitewash area with White. Then come back and create your darker shadow areas using
Burnt Umber and Pthalo Blue, and add depth with a layer of Ultramarine Blue and and White.
You can then come back and create your whitewash reflections with White. Use a dry brush for your
vertical lines, and a wet brush for your horizontal lines. Remember everything behind is going to be
reflected in front on a wet shiny surface.

TIP: Dry brush VERTICALLY, wet brush HORIZONTALLY
TIP: Water is reasonably self-levelling. erefore the area
between waves is flat. is area will reflect the sky colour - use
a drier brush & a soft touch.
TIP: Build colour up SLOWLY!
Now use your chisel horizontally, and flatten the blade to create a
lovely lazy zigzaggy ellipses suds trail (check the Youtube links at
the end for a tutorial on this). Keep in mind perspective and leave a
tail in the direction the wave was travelling.

If you’re creating whitewash shadows in deeper water, paint your shadows further apart from the
whitewash soup trails, and use a mix of Burnt Umber and Pthalo Blue (deeper water colour).

Exercise - Investigating Water
Beachscape
Gradation:
Start with White, and about two thirds of the way up your
canvas create your horizon line - mix up White and
Ultramarine Blue and apply. Always start with White and add
Ultramarine Blue in tiny increments.
As you come up the canvas (to the top of the sky) add more
Ultramarine Blue and then when you’re nearly at the top of
the canvas add some Pthalo Blue (sky gets cooler).
Then - create your horizon. Paint from the horizon down start with a warm blue (Ultramarine Blue) with a touch of
White to create the horizon transition point (the sky will be
reflected right on the horizon where the sky meets the ocean).
The surface of the ocean is not flat - the earth is round, and
water is shiny! This means that the point between the sky
and horizon will reflect the sky. It’s almost always a soft
interaction. If you need to then re-paint the sky, turn the
painting upside down first.

TIP: ere are a couple of “cheats” in getting a straight horizon. Firstly, check from the side of
your painting to see if it’s straight. Secondly take a vertical paintbrush and measure here and
there from the top of your painting with it.
TIP: Drag a soft dry brush over the transition point to create a softer horizon.
AVOID USING MASKING TAPE! e line will be too hard.
TIP: If you think your horizon is ruined, take a tiny amount of Dioxazine Purple with a large
quantity of white, and add some cloud banks on the horizon. Do some loose outlines of these
clouds with a mixture of White and Cadmium Yellow Medium.
TIP: e sharper your horizon, the clearer the day (less atmospheric interference).
Coming down into the water area - Mix mainly Ultramarine Blue with some Pthalo Blue & a tiny bit of
white, and apply it near the horizon and blend up to the horizon. Next, use Pthalo Blue on its own (to
represent the deepest parts of the ocean) and paint down the canvas.
Add your tropical water Default Setting colours (some cool yellow - Cadmium Yellow Light to the Pthalo
Blue, with White) to represent the water getting shallower.

Then create some wet sand by mixing a tiny amount of Dioxazine Purple and Cadmium Yellow Medium
with a large amount of white. Blend this area into the shallow tropical water colour smoothly.
Add Some Mountains?:
If you want to add some mountains, keep in mind
atmospheric perspective. The sky acts like a filter for
objects. You can add sky colour to your mountain colour
to push them back even further.

TIP: Sky and water are both filters. ey alter the
colour and “strength” of objects further away.
Refract:
An easy way to refract with a scene like this is to use a
scrunched up plastic bag and some of your shallow water
colour and add a couple of “dabs” with your plastic bag.
Place Your Waves:
Decide where you want to place your waves and block them in. You can chalk your waves in first if you
like, using white chalk. Or if you’re feeling brave go straight in and create your lines of whitewash
(breaking waves) with neat White and the (shaped) blade of your chisel. Keep in mind perspective your waves will look extremely BAD if they are too big relative to the scene, and relative to other waves
in the scene. Adjust them as you go to make sure they are the right size.

TIP: When a wave goes into deeper water, it loses energy. Whitewash does the same.
Start with your darkest shadow areas in the whitewash - use a mix of Pthalo Blue, Burnt Umber & White.
For the next level of shading add a pile of White to this mix & Ultramarine Blue. Then add pure White to
build up the final highlights of the whitewash.
Add your vertical and horizontal reflections to the front of the whitewash and your paintings will zing with
realism!
Add your vertical (dry brush) and horizontal (wet brush) reflection lines right down on the wet sand using
White. Wet sand is highly reflective.
Now add your sky reflections - define the flat sections using a thinned mix of sky colour (French
Ultramarine Blue + White). Use lots of water so you can do 2-3 coats. It’ll dry back a little transparent.
Then re-establish your wave faces using a line of shallower water colour.
Then add shadows to your whitewash using the default setting for whitewash shadows (Pthalo Blue and
Burnt Umber).
Add your wave shadows under the face of your waves using the same mix. Use thinned neat Burnt
Umber for your foreground wavelet shadows.
Come back and re-establish your whites on the whitewash. Strengthen lights and deepen your shadows
to create a strong contrast, implying a bright sunlit day.

Reflect your wet sand with your sky colour. Wet sand is highly reflective. Make the leading edges of
your wet sand (ie closest to you) a paler colour (the same as your wave faces, the leading edge will be
paler).

TIP: Any time you wet something, the principles of
water apply. at is, wet rocks, wet roads, wet sand.
Anything wet you can treat in the same way you
would a water painting! Remember the four
elements apply.
TIP: Whitewash has perspective as well. Use the
edge of the chisel brush held flat and softly add the
“soup” trailing behind the waves using “random”
lazy elliptical shapes. is soup should point
towards the vanishing point.
Suggest the high and low spots in wet sand by painting
broken horizontal lines using your sky colour, (very wet
mix). Come back and establish the low spots with a
very thinned mix of burnt umber here and there.
Come back and create some soupy whitewash trails in the foreground wavelets using the blade of your
chisel and a thinned mix of white.
Add some dimension in your whitewash by adding a shadow underneath with a thinned mix of Burnt
Umber.

Day 2:
Coral Reef Demonstration:
For more info on the full downloadable tutorial (V-log)
on how to paint a Tropical Beach with coral, click here.
Mark did a sky gradation using French Ultramarine Blue
+ White and adding more Pthalo at the top of the sky.
He then mixed Pthalo Blue for the deeper water, and
then started to gradate into patches of coral, adding
some Alizarin to this deeper water mix. He added more
yellow, white and red as he came into the foreground.

TIP: Red is the first colour lost in the colour
spectrum under water.
Mark then filled in the “gaps” in the coral shoals
gradating the tropical water default setting colours of
Pthalo Blue, Cadmium Yellow Light and White, adding
more Cadmium Yellow Light and White towards the
bottom of the canvas. He then added sand using the

sand default setting mix of Cadmium Yellow Medium, Dioxazine Purple and White, adding more white
for the dry sand, and midway up the canvas to create a sand quay.
He then added shadows under the coral shoal using Burnt Umber and Pthalo Blue, tending to diminish
the shadow as he got further away.
Refraction was then added loosely using a variety of colours over the coral shoals. Painted horizontally
so that they appear to be flatter the further away they are (keeping in mind perspective rules). You can
really go nuts with the colour here.
He then added some flecks of the shallow tropical water colour here and there to create refraction in
the water.

Your Painting - Pebbles, Rocks & Waves
Step 1:
Create a “murky” gradation, start with a nice sandy
“mud” colour blending red, blue, yellow and white.
Transition this colour up the canvas to a “deep
murky-ish water colour” by adding Pthalo Blue and
White, adding more Pthalo Blue and Ultramarine
Blue towards the top of the canvas to show depth in
the water.
Pull your gradation together with a cross hatch
motion and the tip of your brush.

TIP: if it starts to go too green, don’t add blue or yellow - add red.
Step 2:
Create your pebbly substrate using 2 large brushes
and varying colours (your choice). Nice to keep
them fairly “earthy”, not too many pure colours.
Fine to get colourful, but mix with white first. Load
your large brush with very wet colour and use your
small brush against the larger one to randomly or
strategically flick colour on the sandy muddy
coloured section of your painting. Test first so you
don’t end up with “directional” spots.
Step 3:
Chalk in your rocks and waves. You can use yellow
chalk for the face of the waves, and blue to chalk in
the sky reflections if you like.

TIP: Chalk is your best friend! A very non-committal way of blocking in your major shapes.
Wipe oﬀ with a damp cloth.
Paint in your rocks using a mix of Burnt Umber and Ultramarine Blue, adding vertical strokes downward
for reflections. Then paint in your whitewash with White. While you still have the Burnt Umber, thin it
down to create the wave shadows, soften with your hand if you like.

Step 4:
Add some tropical water colour to the faces of the waves (Pthalo Blue, Cadmium Yellow Light and
White) to bring your waves to life a bit. In the biggest foreground wave you can add a shallower
tropical water colour along the face of your wave.
Add refraction - strategically add flecks of the tropical water default setting colour here and there
(Pthalo Blue, Cadmium Yellow Light & White), using your parrallel to the canvas, rolly technique.
These colours really pop in this “murky” setting. This colour will be brighter in shallower water and
darker toward the deeper water.
You’re in charge of your painting! If you want a bright sunny day, bump up your refraction colours with
more yellow & white.
Step 3:
Add some wave definition using the sky colour. If
you want your wave to diminish, soften the leading
edge of it. Use a very dry brush. This is still the
setting up process of where you want your waves
to be.
Represent the surface - the sky reflections.
Reflect this on everything that’s wet. Noncommittaly define a few places where the sky
reflection will be. The area in front of the wave will
be relatively flat. Perfect place for sky colour.
Suggest a little bit of light reflected on the water in
the very shallow areas. Thin mix of sky colour
using a dry brush.
The sky reflection will also show up here and there in front of the rocks. Use a dry-ish brush. These
lines you’re painting are not parallel. They will cross over in places, and be thicker and thinner as
well. Use a combination of the blade of your chisel and the face of it for this technique.
Continue to build up the sky reflection on the backs of the waves using thinned paint on a dry brush,
use a “scallopy” motion so that the marks
shallowly cross over each other. This is an
incremental process and will look better if it’s built
up a few times.

TIP: Sharper breaking waves have sharper
lines. Make your edges hard and sharp-ish
where you want your steeply breaking waves
to be. Soften your waves by bringing the sky
colour up the face of your wave.
To accentuate the “face” of the waves, use a thin
wash of Pthalo Blue (a glaze) and a dry brush.
This will create gorgeous windows and volumes
in your waves.

Step 4:
Now create your whitewash soupy trails on your wavelets using the blade of the chisel, and add lots of
water to your paint (White). Create “solid” whitewash by painting lots of layers (as White tends to dry
back a little transparent). Add more layers, more solid colour closer to the face of the wave. The
energy of the whitewash will diminish the further away it gets from the wave face. Push some
whitewash trails “around” your foreground rock so it appears to be wrapping around it. Put a few
flecks here and there for added realism.
Decide which waves you want to be about to break - add a thin hard line of thinned White to create a
hard leading edge along the face of the wave. You may have to do this a few times to get the desired
result.
Then add your shadow(s) under the whitewash trails and under the leading edge of the wavelets
using thinned Burnt Umber. Doing this makes the day brighter. Subconsciously we are aware that if
we see a shadow, there is bright light.

How do I flatten it? Sky-ify it!
How to I make the shells look wet? Sky-ify it!
How do I put the rocks underwater? Sky-ify it!
But how do I sky-ify it?
Mix up your sky “Default Settings” colour of White and Ultramarine Blue
and use a dry brush on its edge to paint them.
Step 5:
If you want more brightness in your image, add the very shallow tropical water colour along the bottom
edge of the face of your waves. To add even more brightness, and diminish the sky reflections, add
some more refractions directly over the top of your painting, using your tropical water default colours.

TIP: When you want a bright sunny day, remember CONTRAST!
Step 6:
Re-establish your rocks using Burnt
Umber and Ultramarine Blue. Now give
your rocks 3 dimensions! Treat your
wet rocks like a water painting. They
are the substrate!
Establish your rock shape shadow
areas using Pthalo Blue & Burnt Umber
to create shadow areas. This colour
will reflect onto the sand or rocks in
front of it. Use your vertical strokes to
represent this. Don’t make the bottom
of your rocks flat. They need to have
volume.
There are 3 sources of light on your
rocks. The light in front, the light
behind and the light above.

Add your “back of the wave” sky colour to your rocks first to create your sky reflection on the top of
them (use Ultramarine Blue + White - a little bluer than the sky reflection on your waves). This colour
will also reflect downwards vertically & horizontally onto the sand, use a soft dry brush. You can use
these highlights and shadow areas to shape your rocks.
For the light behind, add Pthalo Blue to that mix (higher sky colour) - put this colour reflection on the
“cooler” or shadow side of your rock. Remember to reflect your rock reflections on the sand/pebbles
as well! Don’t overdo this part - it’s just to give a little more dimension.
Now add your direct sunlight reflections using a teeny tiny MINISCULE amount of Cadmium Yellow
Light mixed with your White. Decide where you want your sparkles, and paint them in using the edge/
tip of your brush. You can then add a few spots within those sparkles of pure White for added sparkle.
Add vertical reflections (using White and a dry brush) in the sand/pebbles from underneath the
brightest of your sparkles. You can also add some tiny sparkles here and there around the base of
your rocks.
Step 7:
Add some sparkle on the face of your waves with pure white sparkle spots here and there. Don’t
overdo this though!
Strengthen up the whitewash again. The whiter the whitewash, the brighter the day.
Very last thing - add a reflection of your whitewash (using White) on the front of the wavelets, leaving

a tiny gap for the shadow. Add the vertical dry and horizontal wet strokes to make your painting wet
and shiny.

Thanks to everyone for a most excellent weekend in Woolgoolga!!
Footage from the days will be available up on Youtube very soon!
For support material about what you learnt over the weekend, check out these pages
from our website:
www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/ocean-landscapes.html
www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/perspective-in-painting.html
www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/how-to-paint-water.html
www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/painting-waves.html

www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/rock-painting.html
www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/gradation.html
www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/free-painting-lessons.html
www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/brush-technique.html
www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/paintbrushes.html
www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/acrylic-glazing.html
www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/how-to-paint-clouds.html
www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/shadow-painting.html
www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/sunset-painting.html
www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/skyscapes.html
www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/support-files/aa013defaultsettingtropicalwater.pdf
www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/support-files/AA007SSDefaultSettings.pdf
www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/support-files/default-settings-trees.pdf
www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/Acrylics_Anonymous-acrylics-anonymous-019.html
and these video clips! (subscribe to our Youtube channel for all the latest clips):
Brush Technique:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=icWYYJHJFVc
Painting Waves - Dry Brush Technique:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bgNhoede9AI
How to Paint Wet Rocks:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y4qv1uzfW7E
Learn How To Paint - Gradation:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vy-Z0FQ2kpg
Acrylic Painting Techniques - Shadows in Waves:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OfIAtF-0UoM
Acrylic Painting Techniques - Reflections in Whitewash:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IUDJHY9h9fA
Acrylic Painting Tips - Colour Matching:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A5gzJuX8EEU
How to Paint Water - Refraction:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xzCGPAUXJOg
Acrylic Painting Techniques - Glazing:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=spJETxwJsdk
How To Paint Shadows:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lDut2Tma1QU
Painting Waves - Perspective in Whitewash:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TDvlwo_e9JI
Acrylic Painting Techniques - Glazing - How to Paint Water:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=spJETxwJsdk

How To Paint Landscapes - Light Effects:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-2_JSb9iJVY
Sunset Painting:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=51fpxO_dlOY
Sunset Painting - Gradation Warm Through Cools:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dNJkgJROfpQ
Faux Painting - Granite Effects:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pzdtubMMv-s
Default Settings - Trees:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rXbtL9HrgUs
April 11th Webinar Promo:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LETOyuON6yk
Tropical Beach V-log Episode 1:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0fiDO1UagEU

Overheard in class:
“If you can out-wanker them, then......”
“Are you listening Gesso Queen??”
“If you’re going to be completely ridiculously enthusiastic about something, do it
where it doesn’t matter”.
“Now we have shiny wet water, which is handy because water is shiny and wet”.
“Heaven forbid that I have an amorphous blob”.
“Whatever happens on the rock, stays on the rock”.

White Choc & Cranberry Cookies
Ingredients:
125g butter
1/4 cup caster sugar
1/4 cup firmly packed brown sugar
1 egg
1/2 tsp vanilla extract
1 3/4 cups SR Flour
2/3 cup of white choc bits
2/3 cup of dried cranberries

Method:
Preheat oven to moderate 160 degrees.
Cream butter, vanilla and sugars well.
Add egg and beat until combined.
Stir in sifted flour and remaining
ingredients.
Roll rounded teaspoons of mixture into
balls and place on flat baking trays to cook.
Flatten with a floured fork if you like.
Cook for 10-15 minutes until browned and
scoﬀ on.
Makes about 50 small bikkies.
**Only 2 for you Mark!!

